
Professional Studio Portraits
in the comfort of your home.



Jamie, your photographer,
is a creative professional
with 30 years experience
as both a graphic designer
and professional photographer.
Portrait photography is one
of his areas of expertise.
All of Jamie’s photographic
work requires him to shoot
on location. For portrait
photography, he is able to
set up a portable studio
environment in relatively
little space and with minimal
disruption to your home.

Great portraits come from the skillful use of

professional lighting, backgrounds, lenses and

cameras.This used to be best achieved in a

fixed studio. However, with today’s technology,

mdm can carry out a professional ‘studio’

photoshoot in the comfort of your home.

Images show mdm’s portable studio equipment.



A shoot at home not only means

you’re more relaxed and comfortable,

it removes the time and logistics of

getting yourself and others to a studio.

You’ll also have the added bonus of

preparing for the shoot at home.

For instance, all your clothing options

are already to hand.

The familiar surroundings of your home also

work especially well when photographing

small children, babies and pets.

Young children photograph
well as they have few inhibitions.
As we get older, getting into the
right ‘state of mind’, especially
faced with the unfamiliar
surrounding of a photographic
studio, can be a little daunting.
A portable studio setup in your
home, in your surroundings, at a
time that suits you, can make all
the difference!

Your space,  your time,  for your best shot.



Unlike others,
mdm charges
only for its time. 
All images are
yours to keep.

Most portrait photoshoots can be
achieved within a half day time frame. 
Half day rates are from £400 incl. VAT.
Travel costs included within the Surrey area.
Call or email Jamie today to arrange your shoot.

Given that we both have busy

careers and a nine month

old daughter, having Jamie bring

a mobile studio to our home was

wonderfully convenient. It has

helped us to capture a very special

stage in our lives forever.
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mdm photography will supply you with

the entire photoshoot as an online digital

download link, or on disk, as part of the fee. 

You get to keep the entire photoshoot in digital

high resolution to use as you wish, forever!

In addition, you can view your online proofing

gallery and select up to 5 images for more

advanced enhancement. This includes moderate

retouch and/or converting the selected images

to black and white.

mdm photography can also provide professional

prints to any size should you require this, at an

additional cost.




